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Popular knowledge Santiago Armesilla
The evolution of economic-political life from prehistory to current globalization, 

through the Neolithic Revolution, the origin of the state, private property, tribute, and 
division of labor, trade, ways of production, the Mercantilist transition, Capitalism, and 

Socialism. An updated view of the role of the economy in the history of mankind. 
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Synopsis
Brief History of Economy offers a wide journey through the development of economic life, 
from the rudimentary prehistoric tools to the current globalization, through the Neolithic 
Revolution, the origin of the state, private property, the tribute and the division of labor, 
trade, old ways of production, slavery, feudalism, the Mercantilist transition, Capitalism and 
Socialism. 

The whole history of the human being interpreted from the economic categories, relating 
them with the historical moment of their emergence, and later development. From the gold 
coin, to bank transfers over the internet, from hand plough to hydroponics, this work covers 
the economic evolution of man in the political context of each historical stage that the econ-
omy experienced. 

Biography
Santiago Armesilla holds a PhD in Political and Social Economics in the Con-
text of Globalization by the Complutense University of Madrid, he also holds 
a Master in Political Science and Administration. He works as a qualitative re-
searcher at AENA, he is coordinator and researchers for the group of research 
of contemporary mobility of networks (Spanish Network of Development 
Studies), and honorary collaborator of the Department of Applied Economy V 
of the Faculty of Political Science and Sociology of the Complutense University 
of Madrid. He has published Economy in 100 questions. 

Sales pitch
-Brief History of Economy offers a complete, and enjoyable tour, through the history of econ-
omy from the first anthropological forms of construction of simple manufacturing tools, to 
the current technoscience. In this work there are important historical facts that set up the 
economy in the past, such as commerce, the agrarian revolution, the concept of proper-
ty, feudalism, the Industrial Revolution or capitalism. The work revises the relationships of 
production in societies of all places (Mesoamerican, for example), and historical moments 
(Roman Empire, Middle Ages,...) 

-The author presents the economy in an interdisciplinary way, as he explains its role policies 
in the confirmation of societies, as well as the scientific, technological, and technical charac-
ter that has influenced its configuration. 

- The work includes numerous additional material that facilitates the comprehension of the 
text: images, graphic, chronologies that the reader is not accustomed to see in similar titles, 
and that help with the contextualisation of the narrated text. 

-The work is based on a rigorous historical research that carries a neutral and aseptic view 
of this topic. Brief History of Economy combines historical disclosure, with politics, and eco-
nomics, becoming a coherent essay of compulsory reading for all the readers who might be 
interested. 

-Santiago Javier Armesilla Conde holds a PhD in Political and Social Economics in the Con-
text of Globalization by the Complutense University of Madrid, he also holds a Master in 
Political Science and Administration. He works as a qualitative researcher at AENA, he is 
coordinator and researchers for the group of research of contemporary mobility of networks 
(Spanish Network of Development Studies), and honorary collaborator of the Department 
of Applied Economy V of the Faculty of Political Science and Sociology of the Complutense 
University of Madrid. He has published Economy in 100 questions.
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